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The school only aims the best for the schoolchildren and so as targets to yield achievements within them particularly in academics. The learning and improvement of the pupil may be done in spiral progression as given the appropriate ‘educational modules or syllabus.

Aside from giving proper supervision, the teachers are empowered to contemplate the given suggestions:

Make parallel instructions to learning guidelines. This infers that the teacher needs to alter to the prescribed learning standards within the curriculum. This is often educate the pupils outstandingly well and for them to attain a good or better academic achievement in the school.

Conduct formative assessment. In the classroom though formative test is not usually documented, this could help as an overwhelming hone or training to the learners. The advantages of these formative tests that may bring is priceless.

Deliver consistent feedback. Feed backing is very essential in the learning procedure. The response that a teacher might provide would be the way for improvement and upgrade. Feedbacks are certainly vital to the scholarly achievement of each learner.

Utilize the feedback circle idea. This can be remarkably supportive and compelling since the teacher and learner work together for the improvement of the learning. Later on, it is the time for the teacher to organize the weaknesses of the student.
Thus, the educator and consequently the pupil deal with the weaknesses for improvement.

Encourage the pupils to self-assess frequently. This infers that the teacher should direct the pupils to assess themselves. This would lead the pupils in their improvement and progress in their academic achievement.

Creating parallel teaching to learning standards, conducting formative assessment, delivering consistent feedback, utilizing the feedback circle idea and encouraging the pupils to self-assess frequently are all vital in raising the pupil’ academic achievement.
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